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summary

Given a class x that holds infinitely many ordinals, one begin iteratively listing these ordinal members in increasing order,
using ordlist[x].  At any given point, only finitely many ordinals have been listed, and therefore this list will go on forever.
In order to show that this is the case, it needs to be established that the subclass consisting of all members which hold only
finitely many members of x is invariant under the process of listing another member.  The following theorem is derived in
this notebook:  If y is a member of an infinite class x of ordinals, and if only finitely many members of x are less than  y,
then either y is less than the largest member of  x or else x has no largest member.  Since any ordinal is the set of all lesser
ordinals,  the  hypothesis  that  only  finitely  many  members  of   x  are  less  than   y  can  be  formulated  succinctly  as
member[intersection[x, y], FINITE].  If the class x has a largest member, then that member is U[x].  On the other hand, if
the class x does not possess a largest member, then  x  is contained in  U[x].  The statement member[y, U[x]]  covers both
of the alternatives in the conclusion.

a finiteness criterion

The first lemma is just a consequence of the distributive law.

In[2]:= subclass�intersection�x, succ�U�x���,

union�intersection�x, U�x��, set�U�x���� �� AssertTest

Out[2]= subclass�intersection�x, succ�U�x���, union�intersection�x, U�x��, set�U�x���� � True

In[3]:= �% �. x � x_� �. Equal � SetDelayed

This lemma is applied to the case that x is a class of ordinals.  In that case x is contained in  succ[U[x]].
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In[4]:= SubstTest�implies, and�subclass�x, y�, subclass�y, z��, subclass�x, z�,

�y � union�intersection�x, succ�U�x���, image�V, dif�x, OMEGA���,

z �� union�intersection�x, U�x��, set�U�x��, image�V, dif�x, OMEGA�����

Out[4]= or�not�subclass�x, OMEGA��, subclass�x, union�intersection�x, U�x��, set�U�x����� � True

In[5]:= �% �. x � x_� �. Equal � SetDelayed

Theorem.  If only finitely many members of a class  x  of ordinals are less than U[x], then x  is finite.

In[6]:= SubstTest�implies, and�subclass�x, y�, member�y, FINITE��, member�x, FINITE�,

y �� union�intersection�x, U�x��, set�U�x��, image�V, dif�x, OMEGA����

Out[6]= or�member�x, FINITE�,

not�member�intersection�x, U�x��, FINITE��, not�subclass�x, OMEGA��� � True

In[7]:= or�member�x_, FINITE�,

not�member�intersection�x_, U�x_��, FINITE��, not�subclass�x_, OMEGA��� :� True

a theorem about infinite classes of ordinals

Theorem.  If x is an infinite class of ordinals, and if only finitely many members of x are less than some member y of x, then
y is not the largest member of  x.

In[8]:= Map�not, SubstTest�and, implies�and�p1, p3�, or�p6, p7��,

implies�and�p1, p2, p4�, not�p6��, not�implies�and�p1, p2, p3, p4�, p7��,

�p1 � subclass�x, OMEGA�, p2 �� not�member�x, FINITE��,

p3 � member�y, x�, p4 �� member�intersection�x, y�, FINITE�,

p6 � equal�y, U�x��, p7 � member�y, U�x�����

Out[8]= or�member�x, FINITE�, member�y, U�x��, not�member�y, x��,

not�member�intersection�x, y�, FINITE��, not�subclass�x, OMEGA��� � True

In[9]:= or�member�x_, FINITE�, member�y_, U�x_��, not�member�y_, x_��,

not�member�intersection�x_, y_�, FINITE��, not�subclass�x_, OMEGA��� :� True

Eliminating the set  variable y yields this corollary:

In[10]:= Map�equal�V, #� &, SubstTest�class, y, or�member�x, u�,

member�y, U�x��, not�member�y, x��, not�member�intersection�x, y�, u��,

not�subclass�x, v���, �u � FINITE, v � OMEGA��� �� Reverse

Out[10]= or�member�x, FINITE�, not�subclass�x, OMEGA��,

subclass�intersection�x, image�inverse�IMAGE�id�x���, FINITE��, U�x��� � True

In[11]:= or�member�x_, FINITE�, not�subclass�x_, OMEGA��,

subclass�intersection�x_, image�inverse�IMAGE�id�x_���, FINITE��, U�x_��� :� True
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a corollary

Lemma.

In[12]:= SubstTest�implies, and�subclass�y, u�, subclass�u, v��, subclass�y, v�,

�u � intersection�x, image�inverse�IMAGE�id�x���, FINITE��, v � U�x���

Out[12]= or�not�subclass�y, x��, not�subclass�image�IMAGE�id�x��, y�, FINITE��,

not�subclass�intersection�x, image�inverse�IMAGE�id�x���, FINITE��, U�x���,

subclass�y, U�x��� � True

In[13]:= �% �. �x � x_, y � y_�� �. Equal � SetDelayed

Theorem.  If y is a subclass of an infinite class of ordinals, and if only finitely many members of x are less than each mem-
ber of y, then y is a subclass of  U[x].

In[14]:= Map�not, SubstTest�and, implies�p1, p3�, implies�and�p2, p3�, p4�,

not�implies�and�p1, p2�, p4��, �p1 � and�subclass�x, OMEGA�, not�member�x, FINITE���,

p2 � and�subclass�y, x�, subclass�image�IMAGE�id�x��, y�, FINITE��,

p3 �� subclass�intersection�x, image�inverse�IMAGE�id�x���, FINITE��, U�x��,

p4 � subclass�y, U�x�����

Out[14]= or�member�x, FINITE�, not�subclass�x, OMEGA��, not�subclass�y, x��,

not�subclass�image�IMAGE�id�x��, y�, FINITE��, subclass�y, U�x��� � True

In[15]:= or�member�x_, FINITE�, not�subclass�x_, OMEGA��, not�subclass�y_, x_��,

not�subclass�image�IMAGE�id�x_��, y_�, FINITE��, subclass�y_, U�x_��� :� True
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